School History

1. In August of 1967, CSJS was founded as the division of Fengyuan High School, also known as "Ching-Shuei First Junior High School."

2. In August of 1968, CSJS was established formally, known as "Taichung County Ching-Shuei Junior High School."

3. In 1973, CSJS set up a "School of Continuing Education Affiliated to Ching-Shuei Junior High School."

4. In 1999, CSJS established “Gifted Music Class”, and in 2000, the class was renamed as “Music Class”.

5. In 2005, CSJS set up general “gifted classes” and in 2008, was renamed as “gifted resource class”.

6. In January of 2010, "Yuying Building" was rebuilt.

7. On December 25 of 2010, Taichung County was upgraded to municipality, and CSJS was changed its name to "Taichung Municipal Ching-Shuei Junior High School."

8. In January of 2013, "Nisshin Building" was built.

School Overview

President: Dr. Fuyu Lin
Website: http://www.csjs.tc.edu.tw.
Tel: +886-4-26262042; Fax: +886-4-26262084.
Address: 250 Aofong Road No., Ching-Shuei Dist., Taichung City, 43652
School Area: 3.9493 ha.

The Number of the Classes: including 25 classes in the first grade, 26 classes in the second grade, 26 classes in the third grade. Special classes of special education are 3 music classes, 1 gifted class, 1 disability resource class, 1 home education class. 80 classes in total.

The Number of the Students (day school): 2288 students and 20 students from school of Continuing Education.
School Characteristics

- Harmonious school tradition
- Democratic leadership
- Efficient administration

1. Good organizations of the alumni, parent and teacher associations, which assist the development of school affairs.
2. A strong team of teachers, emphasizing teaching quality and professional development.
3. Good learning atmosphere, focusing on building up students' basic capacities.
4. Attention to physical education, with a long history and excellent performances of our track and field team.
5. Annual concerts held by the music classes, with excellent performances in the National Student Competition of Music.

School Vision and the Educational Goals

I. School vision:
   1. Teachers’ Vision: harmony, democracy, development and inheritance.
   2. Students’ Vision: reflection, appreciation, vivacity, diversity.

II. Education goals: Holistic education, a warm campus, lifelong learning.
Music Class was established in 1999, and the development of orchestra has been its characteristic. With the cooperation of all the students, teachers and the administration team, Music Class has outstanding performances and has won numerous prizes. In 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, Music Class won the advanced prize in the National Student Competition of Music.

Ching-Shuei Junior High School has emphasized students’ balanced development in the five aspects: ethics, academics, physical fitness, social skills, and arts. With this fine tradition, PE Class was established in 2014 in order to develop the characteristic of our school and the multiple intelligences of the students. Until now, PE Class has honorable achievement and has won many prizes in three sports: track and field, hockey, and cycling.
The Overview of Gifted Class

Gifted Class was set up in 2005, and now it is one of the 19 gifted classes in Taichung City schools. Gifted Class emphasizes the individual differences of each student and provides him/her with suitable education and effective learning. The teachers with rich expertise as well as innovative teaching methods help the students to think, improve, and reflect themselves.

Future Prospects

Education is constantly refined and reformed. Based on the sound foundation built by the hard work of ex-presidents, teachers, students, parents, alumni, and community members, Ching-Shuei Junior High School is not only prestigious in the coastal region of Middle Taiwan but also one of the most outstanding schools in Taichung City. Our current principal, Dr. Fuyu Lin, who has been in charge since February 1 of 2013, upholds the good school tradition to guide the school for continuous improvement and innovation, to help the students develop their learning abilities, creativity, language abilities, vitality and other key capabilities.

In the future, we will combine the three rich resources, consisting of the administration, teachers and parents, to achieve the education vision- “health, care, innovation, excellence, a friendly campus”, and to create a warm education place - "students learn happily, teachers teach happily, parents participate with trust " We expect Ching-Shuei Junior High School to become a respectful benchmark school in the community.